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• THOSE who were already inhabitants of this planet at the beginning of the twentieth 
century can look back and consider the changes that have occurred during this genera
tion with bewilderment, pride, awe, or fear. The changes, although dramatic in the 
physical world, cut sharply into the economic and social fabric of society. The next 
generation will witness changes no less startling. 

It is estimated that the population of the United States may nearly double by the year 
2000, increasing from the 1960 total of 180 million to 331 million. By 1970 the popu
lation will increase to 208 million, in 1980, 24 5 million people will inhabit the country, 
and the following decade will witness a growth of an additional 42 million people. 

The present population movement from rural to urban areas is expected to continue. 
City living appears to be the preferred mode of existence. The 1950 census contained 
168 standard metropolitan areas which included 56 percent of the total population. By 
1956, the population in these urban complexes had increased to 59 percent of the total. 
It is estimated that the 1975 population will approach 228 million people, of which ap
proximately 150 million will live in metropolitan areas. 

With 70 percent of the national population within the metropolitan sphere, the prob
lems of housing, employment, recreation, land use, planning, traffic circulation and 
congestion will be intensified. Is this new growth to occur along the fringes of the ex
isting urban pattern in an unguided, unplanned and speculative manner as in the past? 
Our present cities are ample evidence that this must be avoided. Hopefully there will 
be realized a true great society in which magnificent new cities will flourish. The en
gineering profession engaged in planning and constructing our highways has a major 
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THE URBAN PERSPECTIVE 

The backbone of the high\vay transportation network is the 41,000 n-1ile Interstate 
system, which provides a nationwide linkage of centers of population. Equally impor
tant will be the primary and secondary Federal-aid systems and the local connecting 
links. There is a demand for improvement now on all levels. 

Highways, particularly those within the urban complex, have such far-reaching ef
fects upon community and regional structure that an understanding of urban growth and 
development is a requisite for proper planning. The highway engineer must concern 
himself with more than moving goods and people from point to point. He must become 
involved in the planning process. 

What are the existing community land-use patterns? Is there an organized and bal
anced allotment of space for residential, business, industrial and recreational use? 
Are the space relationships, spatial arrangement and space organization in scale and 
harmony? Is there a feasible comprehensive master plan to guide future growth and 
development? Expressway plans must be an integrated element of the larger concept 
of community. They must fit the local scene without disrupting community values. 
They must give service to the community. The highway engineer must have as his 
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objective the same purpose as all sound planning-the improvement of the human en
vironment. He must relate to other disciplines involved in the overall planning process, 
develop a societal awareness and maintain an ordered perspective. 

New Community Patterns 

Module cities are envisioned as the pattern of the future, according to The Commit
tee for National Land Development Policy. Each module city will include a core city 
"surrounded by self-sustaining satellite cities, and with all the units separated from 
each other by green belts of open land." A complete development plan would serve as 
a master control over incremental growth. The new cities would be located away from 
present urban areas on huge open tracts to allow preplanning of the entire complex. 
The central city would be the economic headquarters of its metropolitan area, while 
each sub-city would be an entirely self-contained community and not just a "bedroom 
community for the center city." 

The green-belt concept, first advanced by Ebenezer Howard in 1898, envisages an 
area of open space devoted to agriculture, reforestation, or similar purposes. It is 
not a reservation for future community expansion. Similar ideas for regional develop
ment have been advanced in the past by Unwin in 1922 and Whitten in 1923. 

The English planner, Raymond Unwin, suggested that town extension should progress 
by "means of detached suburbs grouped around some center and separated from the ex
isting town by at least sufficient ground to provide for fresh air, recreation, and con
tact with nature." Robert Whitten advanced a theoretical regional development plan in 
which a "central city would be surrounded by numerous separate and self-contained 
suburbs or satellites; the permanent separate existence of these secured by broad, open 
development areas separating them from each other and from the central city." 

Present concepts of the desirable form and type of metropolitan development are 
essentially similar to Whitten's proposal; i.e., a central core city serving as a nucleus 
and providing services to a group of ring communities. 

We cannot hold all activities in abeyance until idealized centers evolve. Planning 
problems need immediate solutions. Preserving the existing open areas along the fringe 
of the present metropolitan communities as insulating space would be a gigantic step 
forward. A bold and imaginative public land policy in which the necessary insulating 
space would be in public ownership would accomplish this objective. 

Every facet of community activity demands greater space allocation than a decade 
ago. Thirty years ago each population increase of one thousand in a metropolitan area 
absorbed 30 acres of land. Today between one and two hundred additional acres are 
required. 

The competition for land is placing a premium on open space as lower population 
densities prevail in all facets of land use activities. There is a tendency to consider 
unoccupied land as an economic waste. Productive use with a measurable monetary 
return is the scale of value in the market place. There are taxation consultants who 
advocate a tax on land only and not on the buildings located thereon. They hold that this 
policy would force land development. Social values and social accounting are viewed 
as idealistic concepts that can wait indefinitely. 

THE LEISURE AGE 

Contemporary society is experiencing a transition as profound as the first industrial 
revolution produced in its era. The technological advance epitomized by the computer 
is changing work processes, habits and needs. The worker is being relieved of the 
drudgery of monotonous repetitive operations. 

Man is being supplemented by machine. Fewer workers are needed to obtain the 
former productive output. Increased production is accompanied by a decrease in the 
work period. A shorter work day and work week and early retirement is a new experi
ence not without its problems. 

Man has a considerable amount of uncommitted time-a new leisure. The Veblenian 
concept of a privileged leisure class characterized by freedom from toil is no longer 
applicable. We have a mass leisure that is challenging and significantly opportunistic. 
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It can be devoted to purposeful use or purposeless waste. Sutherland advances a philos
ophy of leisure which may be summarized under the ideas of integrity of purpose, lib
erty to choose goals, objectivity, equality in fellowship, common command of skills, 
growth and inner joy. Basically it is the community which must provide the stimulus 
to the objective use of leisure by the individual. 

Social Mobility 

In addition to mass leisure our present society exhibits mass mobility. Increased 
car ownership and modern highways now available or under construction are symbolic 
of American mobility. Car ownership was estimated at 90 million in 1965 with an anti
cipated growth of 180 million by the year 2000. Two-car families are numerous and 
three-car families are increasing. 

The resurgence of motorcycles in the United States is an additional verification of 
our mobile tendencies. There are approximately two million motorcycles in use in the 
United States today. The industry has been expecting sales of 800,000 units annually. 
The large influx of new cyclists among the younger group has induced and intensified 
some effects of social mobility which constitute social problems. In some instances 
bands of leather-jacketed cyclists have descended upon communities and resorted to 
inexplicable violence and destruction. 

Under certain conditions our social mobility is symptomatic of a disordered society. 
Other patterns of behavior closely related to the automobile and the highway that are 
considered inimical to social values involve criminal activities and auto accidents. The 
instability of the family arising from extreme mobility is also a social problem. Al
though the automobile is the instrument in these contemporary problems, it is similarly 
the means of releasing the individual from a restricted, monotonous environment. 

HIGHWAY TRAVEL AND RECREATION 

The average car owner drives about 10 thousand miles annually. He travels for busi
ness and for recreation, enjoying his liberation from the fixed tracks of the railroads. 
Highways are available for cross-continental driving to national parks or regional cen
ters of interest. Rural roads lead to farmlands or remote camping areas and secret 
fishing haunts. The increased leisure of the age of automation has increased the time 
for trave i anct recreation. E xpenditures for travel anct recreation provide a significant 
income for many people. 

In New York the state parks alone handle 35 million visitors annually. The state 
owns about 3,700,000 acres of recreation and conservation land, including large forest 
areas, 110 state parks, 46 public campsites, over 100 boat landing sites, so-called 
reforestation and game management areas, lakes both large and small, free-flowing 
streams and a variety of other facilities. Proposed plans contemplate the expenditure 
of some $40 million per year for the next 10 years on the development of state-owned 
conservation and recreation properties and on state-aided municipal recreation facil
ities. It is expected that by 1980 state facilities will be available to handle 65 million 
visitors annually, approximately double the present capacity. 

The other 49 states possess similar recreational resources which attract millions 
of campers, sightseers, hunters, fishermen, other travelers and those engaged in the 
furnishing of needed services. At the same time, the private sector of the recreation 
industry contributes resources in excess of the public segment. 

HIGHWAY AND ROADSIDE 

A constraint upon realization of the full potential of highway design is the width of 
the right-of-way. Under the provisions of highway laws, the right-of-way purchased 
is for highway purposes exclusively. This has been interpreted to mean a width suffi
cient to provide for the highway section, plus about 15 feet along each side to accom
modate a ditch and maintenance equipment in fill sections, and even a more limited 
dimension in cut sections. A factor in determining this restrictive policy is the manner 
in which public funds are appropriated for expenditure. The appropriation bills specif-
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ically limit the disbursement of the amounts specified for the construction of highways 
including the purchase of the necessary right-of-way. This provision has been inter
preted as permitting the acquisition of enough width of right-of-way to construct the 
roadway section for the class of highway designated. 

Advances in highway design have necessitated wider rights-of-way in which to place 
the traveled section. What is needed is an increase in the width along the roadway 
margins to provide a true roadside. More attention can be given to preserving the in
tegrity of the roadside by maintaining natural landscape features such as trees, shurbs, 
stone walls, rock outcrops and ground cover. With wider rights-of-way the develop
ment of abutting property can be better controlled and marginal interferences to traffic 
movement minimized, resulting in increased safety. 

In many cases present policies leave residual areas landlocked and inaccessible to 
the owner. It has been theorized that disposition could be made to abutting property 
holders. Acquisition costs, however, have been practically the full value of the entire 
parcel. 

What is needed is a liberalization and broadening of the highway use concept, by 
legislation if necessary. ,Provision should be made for the full utilization of our land 
resources in the roadside. 

Social Sanctions 

A project which improves the environment will receive public acceptance much more 
readily than one that does not. Highway officials have been subjected to individual and 
group social sanctions as expressions of disapproval. The public use of organized neg
ative sanctions through the petitionary process has been widespread and effective. In
dividual sanctions as personal acts of opposition to a project, such as the location of 
an elevated highway that blocks a view, may trigger organized group sanctions with dis
astrous consequences. The complete stoppage of an expressway system in San Fran
cisco is a case in point. Transportation arteries must be not only functional but aes
thetically pleasing, in scale with their environment, and possess an internal and ex
ternal harmony of alignment and elevation. New concepts must be formulated and uti
lized to minimize hostility and achieve public approbation. 

Multiple Land- Use Concept 

The parkway is an excellent example of what can be accomplished by devoting the 
roadside to other desirable ends. Authority is needed to purchase and utilize roadside 
areas along all highways for recreational development when the land is sufficient in 
area and satisfactorily situated for such purposes. 

The multiple-use concept can be advantageously extended from water resource uti
lization to land use. The Corps of Engineers has opened flood control areas to recrea
tional use by permanently impounding waters in flood control reservoirs initially in
tended to remain empty until needed for control purposes. The resulting lakes are used 
for boating, swimming and fishing. At the Whitney Point Dam in New York the adjacent 
lands have been developed as county recreational areas. As a consequence, there is 
better public acceptance of flood control proposals which were initially considered 
preemptive. 

The multiple land use of the roadside is particularly valuable in urban development 
where open space for recreation is seriously deficient. The need for roadside parks 
and rest areas close to metropolitan districts is critical. 

The National Recreation Association has issued suggested criteria for recreational 
needs in communities. Although standards of excellence are helpful, it should be rec
ognized that each situation is a distinct problem. A complete analysis of present land
use patterns and future needs is essential to ascertain deficiencies and how they can 
be met. 

The modern highway occupies considerable acreage. The roadbed is not readily 
reversible to other uses. Whenever possible the highway should make a contribution 
to the living environment beyond its normal function. Aesthetic designs and open space 
are partial compensations. A change in the physical environment making additional 
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uses possible which were not initially en
joyed may be considered a creative ac
complishment. There must be no conflict 
between the highway use and the additional 
use, nor can it be inimicable to the pri
mary purpose. The multiple use should 
be enhancing and augment the roadside 
capabilities. 

Use of the roadside for park and recre
ational purposes satisfies these criteria. 
Such multiple land use also increases the 
return on the investment. It is inevitable 
that a more efficient use of our land re
sources will be demanded. We can no 
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Figure 1. Project location. 
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Figure 2. Interstate 81-Route 17 alignment . 
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longer afford the luxury of allowing public land to be partially utilized if it can be de
voted to a beneficial public use. 

The coordination of highway use with stream utilization is illustrated by a section of 
Highway 17 bordering the Willowemoc River at Roscoe, New York. Rights-of-way ac
quired for highway purposes extend to the water's edge. A portion of the right-of-way 
serves as valley storage during overbank flood flow. Jurisdiction over the excess area 
is being transferred to the State Conservation Department. That agency will control 
and administer the fishing rights of the stream and adjacent bank, which are to be opened 
to public use. 

Levels of Service Concept 

The devotion of the roadside to compatible multiple use is consonant with the concept 
of level of service. Level of service may signify any one of a number of combinations 
of roadside uses. It may be considered a qualitative measure of the benefits arising 
from the specific services provided, such as parking, roadside rest area, scenic over
look, over-bank flood protection, erosion control, recreation, and park use. Level of 
service may be quantified by assigning values to the intensity of use of the respective 
elements comprising the multiple services involved. 

A roadside fulfilling the single purpose of highway need is at a minimum level of 
service, if the roadside is suitable for additional public use. A roadside furnishing 
multiple use, for all such additional uses possible and practical, would be at an optimum 
level of service. Full utilization of our roadside resources should be the objective of the 
highway planner. The roadside has become syncretistic-it has a use function and a 
social value. The highway, the roadside, and recreation constitute the new trichotomy. 

THE UNIQUE SITUATION 

The establishment of a land-use pattern by the construction of I-81 in the Binghamton, 
New York, metropolitan area is illustrative of a unique situation favorable to the appli
cation of the multiple land-use concept and optimization of level of service. The loca
tion, arrangement, and land acquisition demands for the arteries involved created a 
roadside capacity suitable for a 200-acre landscape park and a 30-acre community rec
reation center (Figs. 1, 2). 

The most important feature of the situation is that an open land area of this magni
tude is situated in the heart of the urban region. Acquiring land for the specific pur
pose of park development in such a location would be practically impossible. 

I-81 enters Broome County at the New York-Pennsylvania line and follows a northerly 
direction to Syracuse and beyond. It utilizes a common roadbed with Route 17, an E-W 
artery along the northern periphery of Binghamton until the Chenango River is crossed. 
I-81 bends north along the west bank of the Chenango River for several miles. To eco
nomically site I-81, Route 17, the necessary interchanges and maintain the local road 
service, a 4-mi section of the Chenango River was moved east 400 to 800 ft. It was 
possible to reduce the river crossings from two to one with a consequent saving of mil
lions of dollars. 

In addition to the land needed for the roadway arteries, the land between I-81 and 
the river was acquired to protect the facility from flooding by providing overbank flow 
area. A wider and deeper channel was also constructed. 

The portion of the right-of-way between the highway and the river consists of a rib
bon of land of approximately 200 acres (Fig. 3). The width varies from 225 ft to 1100ft. 
It is generally level. Portions support growth of willow, elm, maple and brush. Be
cause it is subject to periodic flooding, most of it was undeveloped prior to its acquisi
tion by the New York State Department of Public Works. 

Near the south end of the site, some 30 acres of right-of-way are enclosed between 
I-81 and Front Street, a controlled-access local thoroughfare. This low-lying area is 
protected from direct flooding by the Front Street embankment. Although flood gates 
on the culvert outlets through the embankment protect the area from river flooding, in
terior drainage inundates the area under adverse conditions. 
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Unlike the large riverfront section which is attractively related to the river, this 
portion of the right-of-way is blocked from outside view by the very embankments which 
protect it. Development of this area should be focused inward, and rely on its own in
ternal design for interest. 

Immediately west of the interchange there are approximately 20 acres of right-of-way 
acquired for interior drainage purposes. This otherwise unused area is generally flat 
and open. It can be reached from old Front Street, which terminates in a cul-de-sac. 

The Landscape Park Design 

The ribbon of land between 1-81 and the Chenango River is particularly suitable for 
a riverfront landscape park. It can be readily developed at a reasonable cost. The 
characteristics desirable in a landscape park are available in the naturalistic setting 
and proposed development. There are grassed areas for active recreation, natural and 
created groves, sheltered and spacious picnic areas, ponds and wildlife and a sweeping 
view of the river from v;:i_rious vantHge points (Fi~, 4)_ 

Access to the park will be available at each extremity and at the center. Pedestrians 
may enter the park at the southern end by means of paved walkways from Bevier Street. 
Northbound Interstate travelers have access from a rest area and scenic overlook which 
is connected to the park area path system. 

All motor traffic will be confined to the northern entrance road at Front Street, which 
is just east of an 1-81 exit ramp. Although park roads are generally of greater utility 
if they form a circuit or series of circuits, the strip characteristics of the park site 
indicated a linear parkway would be preferable. The motorway runs about half the length 
of the park with small parking areas at intermittent points along the borders convenient 
to picnic areas. Traffic must reverse itself to leave the park. This layout restricts 
the use of the road to park visitors as it does not provide a shortcut or a means of 
avoiding the highway system. 

Picnic and play areas and paths and sitting areas are strategically placed throughout 
the park. The path system makes a series of circuits interconnecting picnic areas, rest 
shelters, recreation spaces and other centers of interest. The pathways are small 
enough and conveniently dispersed in order to discourage shortcuts and wanderings that 
might trample shrub plantings and wear unwanted paths. Pedestrians may follow an in
terior curvilinear path system the length of the park or a pathway bordering the river 
edge. These longitudinal pathways are elements of the series of circuits. The pedes
trian may take an uninterrupted stroll through the park enjoying the scenery or com
mand a view of the river and the bridges in the distance. 

The only structures introduced into the park scene are those that have a legitimate 
and necessary function to perform as a service, such as comfort stations and shelters. 
The comfort stations will have to be elevated above ordinary high water. 
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Present demand does not indicate an immediate need for a boating facility on the 
Chenango River. If such a need should develop, a boat landing ramp and basin and pos
sible boat livery could be created near the northern end of the site. 

The landscape park occupies an unusual niche. It exploits an otherwise idle land 
mass. It furnishes a recreational need not otherwise available without usurping land 
required for community growth. The park, bounded by a river and an Interstate high
way, is protected from an urban invasion of its serenity. 

Figure 4. Landscape park. 
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Figure 5. Community recreation center. 

Community Recreation Center 

The area within the Interstate 81-Front Street interchange is so centrally located 
with respect to areas of need that intensive development for active recreation would be 
most appropriate. Its development as a community recreation center includes a per
manent covered ice skating rink, a baseball field, and a multipurpose athletic field with 
a ru1111i11g Lrack (Fig. 5). All three areas envisage speciator seating. Such a faciiity 
would be used primarily by local residents and the area schools. 

The skating rink design consists of a roofed outdoor artificial ice rink with an at
tached building housing administrative offices, maintenance and other service facilities. 

The baseball field includes open bleachers along the baselines to seat 2000. The 
field could be used in the fall for football with portable bleachers to augment permanent 
seating. 

The grassed multipurpose field would serve for football, soccer, or lacrosse. The 
field is situated inside a standard quarter-mile running track. Facilities for field events 
are also to be provided. Open spectator bleachers seating 500 are considered adequate. 
Additional spectators may sit on the adjacent grassed slopes. 

Parking and Access 

There is adequate space between l-81 and Front Street to accommodate the recrea
tional facilities, but it is insufficient for parking for visitors to the community recrea
tion center. Parking spaces could be provided directly west of l-81 in the right-of-way 
area acquired for interior drainage purposes. A paved area there should provide spaces 
for 275 cars and stabilized turf overflow areas would accommodate an additional 800 
cars. Bus parking can be accommodated on the perimeter of the same area. 

A multispan pedestrian overpass from old Front Street bridges I-81 and provides 
access to the recreation area from the local street system and parking area. The pe
destrian bridge is under construction. There is no necessity for direct vehicular ac
cess into the recreation center except for emergency and service vehicles. A mainte-
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nance center incorporated into the skating rink annex will serve the entire recreation 
complex. 

A pedestrian drop-off and pickup area for private cars and public transit buses could 
be developed along the west side of Front Street and ending in a loop that will permit 
treadle-operated signal-controlled turn-arounds. 

The community recreational center and landscape park described as an integral de
velopment of the highway right-of-way of 1-81 is an example of the broadened concept 
of optimum highway use. It illustrates the multiple-use concept to achieve the full po
tential of a land resource consistent with community needs and values. 
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